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Abstract

Innovations in education often make their way into classrooms through
complex processes that allow them to be interpreted in relation to the
existing learning setting. This paper analyzes the ways in which two
upper-elementary teachers interpreted and reinterpreted the value of
the computer programming language Logo, and the ways in which it
should be taught, over the course of a two-year experiment.
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THE INTERPRETATION OF LOGO IN PRACTICE*

Jan Hawkins

Innovations in education seldom simply arrive and radically redefine
the activity or meaning of learning situations for participants.
Rather, educational innovations insinuate themselves gradually, affect-
ing certain aspects of the setting, and are interpreted and shaped by
the participants.. As one aspect of a research program conducted at
the Center for Children and Technology, we were concerned with
understanding how a particularly promising educational innovation--
using computer technology to learn general problem-solving skills
through programming in the Logo language--was assimilated into the
classroom.

Often embodied in radically new materials (e.g., new math), new
perspectives on learning (e.g., open education), or new technologies
(e.g., ALM accompanied by language labs, television, and comput-
ers), educational innovations have complex histories in individual
classrooms and in American education in general. Like ideas or text
materials, such innovations are interpreted in terms of the knowledge,
experience, and setting of the teachers and students who encounter
them. Thus, they do not change
leveling what was already there,
reshaping the existing content in
must expect interpretation of the
practiced in the complex systems
pened with Logo.

the broad educational landscape by
but instead offer opportunities for
individual settings. Similarly, one
innovatiolis themselves as they are
of classrooms. This is what hap-

The following is an account, itself an interpretation, of the ways in
which two teachers thought about, grappled with, and practiced Logo
in their classrooms over the course of two ye:ars. One source of
information is utilized: the perspectives of the teachers as expressed
in interviews throughout the two years, and in journals they kept
during the first three months of the experiment. The coherence of
the teachers' developing views--based on what they thought, tried,
and observed--is important to preserve as an interpretive voice for
the experiment. The teachers began with a set of beliefs and expecta-

*This research was supported by a grant from the Spencer
Foundation.



tions for Logo which were revised and developed in ways that couldbe systematically described in the course of their attempts to fit their
classrooms to Logo, and Logo to their classrooms.

This is but one of several accounts that can be given of the interpre-
tation of Logo in this experiment. The research program was de-signed to help us understand the cognitive ant-4 social ofectr; ofchildren's experiences with Logo and computers in classroon4s. Inthis effort, we have conducted many studies and collected severaltypes of information, the findings from one study informing themethods to be used in the next. The work of the Center has includ-ed: longitudinal case studies of individual learners; experimentalstudies of planning skills and understanding of programming con-
cepts; assessments of expertise; observational studies of interactionsin classrooms; videotaped studies of peer collaboration; and analyses
of collaborative skills in group-structured situations. It was essentialthat all these studiescareful, detailed fragments of the whole- -beseen in a single context, that of the classroom experience of Logo.In order to provide this descriptive context, teachers were inter-
viewed, classrooms were regularly observed, lessons were recorded,
and records of children's work were collected. The interviews with
the teachers were particularly rich and, taken together, provide a
coherent picture of what took place.

The Development of Logo

Logo was developed as a programming language for children by a team
at MIT in the early 1970s; Seymour Pac !rt (1980) has become the
principal spokesman. The lark ge was designed to introduce chil-
dren to programming concepts and, through this experience, to
develop powerful higher order thinking skills that could be transfer-
red to other contexts. Logo is accompanied by a particular pedago-
gy: children are to learn through self-guided discovery methods,
pursuing their own goals and ideas with minimal adult intervention or
systematic presentation of concepts or skills. Thus, it has been
claimed that children develop general problem-solving skills through
self-initiated and self-guided exploration of Logo. Logo has been
described as a special and rich environment for the acquisition of
high-level logical and reasoning skills.

The availability of Logo also filled a need in the educational commu-nity: computers were rapidly being acquired by schools, but without
good software or clear notions for defining their role and use. Logo
offered a powerful way of using the machines, a rationale with broad-
ranging and highly desirable learning outcomes, accompanied by
respect for the child's natural capacities and initiative. Our research
program was designed to look closely at the development of children's
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understanding in the most salient educational environment offered by
our culture--the group-learning setting of classrooms.

The Teachers and Classrooms

The study was located in two classrooms at a private school In .lan-
hattan. One classroom included 25 (11 boys, 14 girls) 8- aiid 9-year-
old children (third and fourth graders); the other consisteu (11
boys, 14 girls) 11- and 12-year-old children (fifth and sixth grad-
ers). The children encompassed a variety of ethnic and socioeconomic
backgrounds and a range of achievement levels. Each classroom had
six microcomputers during the 1981-1982 school years. Both the
younger and older groups had three Apple II Plus computers and
three Texas Instruments (TI) 99/4 computers.

These classrooms were selected because the children met our age
requirements, and because the teachers expressed interest in partici-
pating in the research. These teachers (two men), as well as the
school math coordinator (a woman), attended a six-week summer
course in Logo conducted by the New York Academy of Sciences, with
Dr. Papert as one of the instructors. Skeptical at first, both teach-
ers became engrossed in the topic of programming and completed the
course feeling cautiously optimistic about Logo's potential as an impor-
tant learning. experience for children. The teachers and the coordi-
nator continued to meet regularly to advance their understanding of
Logo and to help one another with their programming work during the
first part of the school year.

The participants were experienced and talented teachers. The basic
philosophy advocated by the Loge 11.4 :elopers was compatible with the
teachers' perspectives on education, generally described as a child-
centered learning approach.

Over the course of the experiment, the teachers acquired considerable
skill in Logo in particular, and programming in general. In addition
to the two years of work with the children in their classrooms, the
teachers developed and taught courses in Logo and computers in
education to master's degree candidates in a graduate program. One
of the teachers wrote a book about Logo applications in education,
and guides for educational software designed to introduce program-
ming concepts.

In the spring of the pilot year, six microcomputers were placed in
each of the two classrooms, and Logo became a part of the classroom
activities for a two-month period--until the end of the school year.
Throughout the next two school years, the teachers sought to engage
the children's interest in and develop their understanding of Logo,
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Our research period, therefore, covers three groups of about 50 chil-
dren each: one two-month pilot period, and two complete cycles of
school years. Thus, the teachers had the opportunity to work out
and rework their approach to the innovation, modifying the introduc-
tory material and course of instruction for each successive group.

The Evidence

In addition to frequent informal discussions, each teacher was formal-
ly interviewed ten times throughout the research period. These
interviews constitute the bulk of the material discussed here. Each
session lasted between 45 minutes and two hours, and was conducted
by a member of the research team with whom the teachers were
familiar. The interviews were structured, covering some of the same
questions each time and focusing on new issues as they arose. The
teachers were invited to reflect and speculate on their experience,
and the interviewer encouraged them to develop their ideas through-
out the discussion. In addition to these dialogues, the teachers kept
journals of their experiences with computers during the initial two-
month pilot period. This material is cited where appropriate, particu-
larly because it provides some detailed information about what the
teachers initially thought about the innovation.

Method of Analysis

The interview sessions were tape-recorded and transcribed for analy-
sis. Qualitative analyses were performed on the material. The tran-
scriptions were read several times by several readers in order to
develop a system for categorizing the material. The interviews were
divided into segments according to class, date, and overall theme.
The themes included: definitions and redefinitions of Logo as a
classroom element; discussions of cognitive abilities and transfer;
evaluations of Logo, and problems encountered; strategies for sup-
porting learning or teaching Logo; and the social context of the
classroom. The interview material was then reorganized by theme and
date so that changes in the experience within each of these categories
over the two years could be noted.

The Role of Research

Computers and Logo were introduced into these classrooms as part of
a research project to document and analyze the cognitive and social
effects of this technological innovation for education. A variety of
studies were conducted throughout the two years, both in the class-
rooms and with individuals and pairs outside of the classroom context.
Rather than imposing a point of view or curriculum, we, as research-
ers, were interested in how the teachers themselves chose to incorpo-
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rate this innovation. It was a collaborative venture, and what each
of us saw had some influence on what the others thought and did.
The children were also aware that they were participating in an
"experiment" which was intended to try out computers and Lugo in
classrooms. This knowledge undoubtedly influenced the ways in
which they participated in the work.

The following account - -a description of mil.At the teachers did with the
computers and how they thought about their value for the children--
will be divided chronologically into two sections. First, we will
describe the pilot period and the first year of the experiment for
each classroom. The activity during the second year, which saw a
significant reorganization, will be described in the second section.

Two general themes can be used to organize the teachers' accounts of
this work. They implici+ty struggled with two questions: "What is
Logo and what is its N. Alue?" and "How should I organize a learning
experience with Logo?" their interviews, the teachers defined and
redefined Logo from the perspective of those who organizt, the learn-
ing experience of novices. Thus, they grappled with understanding
how Logo could be used as a learning tool in the classroom, and with
defining its value for children. These definitions and evaluations
developed over the course of the two years.

The fact that these interpreters' relationship to Logo was as "teacher"
in a particular kind of setting is critical. The development of a
perspective is based on the mode of engagement: the teacher's
perspective will be quite different from the researcher's which, in
turn, will differ from that of the software developer. These teachers
were concerned with Logo as part of a complex, ongoing, and multi-
faceted program of learning that they had carefully constructed
during their years of teaching. Each of them went through three
cycles of planning and revising this learning experience for Logo.

Section 1. Pilot Period and First Year:
What Is Logo and What Is Its Value for Children?

The Teachers' Expectations

Before beginning the Logo experiment with their summer training
sessions, both teachers (hereafter known as Dan [the younger class]
and Jeff [the older class]) were somewhat critical of and skeptical
about computers and their role in the larger culture. Both reported
that they had had frustrating experiences with the technology. At
the culmination of a law suit, Dan had been told that there was no
legal bzsis for his complaint since he had been the victim of a "com-
puter error": "It's in the clmputer. There's no responsibility."
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Jeff, on the other hand, recognized that computers were part of our
culture, but there was great potential for misuse. His concern was
that use of the technology by children might be trivialized and focus
on video games rather than educational applications. However, both
teachers were willing to learn more about the technology and its
potential for classroom use. Logo seemed a promising possibility for
children in their classrooms because of its claim to engage and can cl-
op general problem-solving skills.

Both teachers found the summer seminars to be engrossing a lc! chal-
lenging. One reported that he had had trouble picking up program-
ming concepts, but that he very quickly became immersed. He de-
scribed the learning process as one of reaching a plateau of knowl-
edge, struggling for a while, and then reaching another plateau--a
unique experience for him bec:,.use he was used to effortless learning
and acquiring skills without difficulty. Consequently, he sometimes
felt frustrated and stupid as he wrestled with Logo. The other
teacher found the logic of programming easy to learn, but reported
that "it was difficult to orchestrate the commands for a purpose";
that is, it was not always easy to figure out how to construct a
program to suit a desired goal.

At the end of the training period, both teachers felt that they had
made significant progress, but that they had a considerable way to go
before they could be fully functional with the language in the class-
room setting. "It was more exhilarating than I thought; I was pleas-
ed when I understood things."

At the beginning of the experiment, Dan and Jeff were enthusiastic
about the educational potential of Logo. They found the claims for
the development of general problem-solving skills and the self-dis-
covery pedagogy to be persuasive. Although they had some reserva-
tions, they expected that Logo could be a powerful, albeit limited,
learning tool for children to explore. Two kinds of expectations were
expressed. First, that Logo could be a unique type of school task
for the practice and development of certain types of thinking skills:

6

It could enhance kids' ability to deal with problems ab-
stractly.

It could help them to structure their thoughts and think
about things on an abstract levelmaybe make it easier for
them to plan out something on paper, communicate at a
meeting, draw plans for something to build, understand
geometry.
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It might help kids doing logical and analytic thinking.

* * *

It's real work as opposed to assigned problems to solve.
They'll learn to be better thinkers, to discuss questions
and mull things over--a sense of oc.lf-initiation, setting up
tasks and solving them. I hope they'll be able to discuss a.

process whereby they solve a problem better, how to go
about it, and I hope it will generalize, to any problem, like
scenery for a play. They'll be able to break it down into
pieces, to use analytic skills.

With respect to the types of skills engaged, the teachers felt that
Logo might be a vehicle for (1) developing analytical skills that could
be used to approach and solve many types of problems; and (2) giv-
ing kids conceptual tools and language for discussing, presenting,
and communicating about the problem solving process.

However, each teacher also expressed reservations about Logo's
possible limitations:

I'm not sure, though, to what extent working on computers
makes kids deal with the most important questions they
have to deal with - -it's for intellectual, not affective or
value questions. Analytic thinking could be helped by
computers, but I'm not sure of its role in life- -the breaking
down of a situation into components.

I still sometimes wonder about its purpose--what really do
children learn from it?

It is interesting to note that neither teacher discussed the value of
Logo in terms of the importance of learning programming as a skill; it
was interpreted primarily as a conduit to other general abilities.

The second major expectation was that Logo could be a learning
environment which supported self-initiated, expressive learning. The
innovation was valued for the claim that children could individually
engage in developing their own skills, at their own pace, and in the
context of self-selected goals:

10
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The best scenario as far as I'm concerned is children
working on their own creations, not drill or abstractions,
or presenting of concepts. I'd like them to feel, "I want to
follow my own ideas."

You should do whatever you feel like, according to your
own imagination. You get immediate results, rather than
have to find out all the things necessary to deal with
programmingthere's a possibility that kids will be working
on their own ideas independently.

In a classroom, it's a different experience. There are times
when you shouldn't be answerable to anyone else, it's
completely personal, no other input. It's a piece of work
that is theirs arld they will talk about.

In terms of the classroom curriculum, both teachers thought that Logo
was most similar to creative writing because it offered children a
medium for expressing their own ideas. However, Logo was unique in
that the skills and ideas developed in this expressive context were
logical and analytical. In other words, the presence of the computers
and the selection of the software were not sufficient unto themselves;
the mixture of cognitive content, medium, and pedagogical rround
presented a new configuration for teachers to incorporate into their
classrooms. Each element in the mixture was reinterpreted by the
teachers as the experiment proceeded. Throughout the pilot period
and first year, the teachers sought to understand the features of
Logo as a tool for developing cognitive abilities and as a new environ-
ment for self-initiated learning.

The Pilot Period; Classroom Work

For the pilot period, Dan decided to impose little structure on Logo
learning. He was committed to the position that Logo was a self-
expressive medium for children, fully supportive of self-discovery
learning:

It's different from most of what goes on except for writing.
They can use it in their own way. If it's a powerful tool,
they can use it themselves.

The principal structure he felt he needed to provide was the sched-
uling of work (two one-hour periods a week for each child, plus
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lunch and before school; arganiuktion of partners), and helping with
the complexity of the relative geometry of the turtle movements
("eliminate the geometrical traps"). Dan decided to show the children
the. basic commands, and then "have them play with it a lot. But I
won't give them ideas. I want-to see their own ideas."

Over the ccurse of the weeks, Dan had only two meetinee wi th
Lhe: whole class, in which he ciemonstr:Itted the capaiAlity the
"sprites" and introduced the concept of programming. An other
teaching was done individually. Occasionally, Dan wrote commands or
small programs on the blackboard for the children to copy and try
out. Scheduling prese-ted a problem for him- -how to arrange for all
kids to work on the computers regularly. But he also reported that
the presence of the computers loosened up the classroom space and
kept half the class occupied, enabling him to work intensively with
small groups on other things.

Contrary to expectations, ideas had to be supplied to the children,
and Dan handled this problem on an individual basis. The projects
some children chose to do were disappointing, The children look. <A to
their world of experience with computers to find projects; mangy; of
them decided to do videogames, and were disappointed by their
inability to reproduce them.

Additional problems encountered by Dan were: many children didn't
know how to "take the next step" in their projects; children found
the angle inputs required by turtle geometry to be a problem; the
idea of information storage in computers was a problem for many- -
they were puzzled by the question: If the program is stored on a
disk and you recall it, where is the inforrlation?

Likr Dan, at the. outset of the experiment Jeff decided to provide the
children with the basic commands, and to allow them to follow their
own interests and pace as they worked with Logo. He decided to
begin with turtle graphics and bring in sprites later in the term.
The children were encouraged to develop their own goals, and Jeff
supported their learning either individually or in small groups. No
large-group meetings were held to teach computer concepts; when the
children wanted to know something, they either asked Jeff or an
experienced peer. Ideas spread through the class, and Jeff found
that children shared programs freely with one another. He antici-
pated that the children would have trouble with certain concepts
(e.g., variables and directionality), but expecte4.4 them to master
these in three to four weeks. The children were scheduled for two
periods a week with the computer, and they could elect to do addi-
tional work before school or during lunch. However, computer work
was contingent on having finished all other assignments.

f'
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The Pilot Period: Reflections

At the end of the two-month pilot period, both teachers were excited'
about the experiment, and had observed some children doing sophisti-
cated and interesting things with Logo. Dan cemmented that "Some
kids got involved with computers on an abstract level and thought
about computer problems in a way they wouldn't think aLuet other
probALnw.n iloweve.-.r, both teachers were beginning t.. (:..press reser-
vations about Logo which they made explicit in several ways. Con-
tra:-y to expectations, they had noticed substantial individual differ-
ences in children's interest in and learning of Logo. A tew children
became thoroughly engrossed in the activity, whereas others showed
no interest or even hostility. Jeff said, "I wasn't table to figure out
how to get the uninvolved kids involved." He was dissatisfied with
many of the projects chosen by the children, such as the replication
of videogames.

Concern was also expressed about the depth of the children's knowl-
edge. The teachers felt that many children's level of engagement and
contact with Logo was too low to permit them to make sense of what
was going on.

They simply seemed to accept the logic of the computer on
its own grounds rather than struggling to understand it
"If that's the way you do it, that's the way you do it."

I thought they would be going home and deciding how to
program things, but no. They seemed to work on program-
ming only when they actually worked on the machines.

I was not surprised at the direction- games, but I was
surprised at how little discussion there was other than
"what should we do next."

As Dan became more familiar with the Logo language, it became less
clear to him just what depth of understanding was desirable for the
children:

10

The kids do understand it because they can use it. I see
that there's a great limitation to Lni understanding--I don't
really know what it means to "make quotes" or "read char-
acter." It's a whole program that I just have to accept,
that I have never bothered to find out just what goes on in
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that program. So I discovered that I wasn't giving kids
the opportunity to use things that they didn't understand.
33ut in the same way, I had the opportunity, so it's led me
to present elements in a way that is functional to them.
It's possible to go a lot farther this way.

Neither teacher saw evidence of the transfer of the cognitive abinties
gained through programming to other areas. Initially, they i0CLIFed
on the Logo language as a potentially powerful environment for devel-
oping general thinking skills; after two months they were beginning
to be skeptical of this claim.

I didn't see much cognitive effect. I didn't see them talk
about programming, and I didn't see the skills showing up
anywhere else.

* * * * *

Transfer? It's hard to say where it shows up. They
weren't even thinking that way about the computers a lot of
the time.

The First Year: Revisions for Classroom Work

At the beginning of year 1, both teachers decided that more struc-
ture was required if the children were to become competent users of
Logo. At this point, they tended to see this structure as further
individual support for the discovery and development of Logo project
ideas, and greater adherence to a work schedule by all the children.

Dan gave the children little preparation other than to introduce the
functions of drawing and animation. However, he did decide to give
greater support to the discovery cf project ideas. Since 17 of the
children in his class had been in the pilot Logo group, Dan decided
to have them help the inexperienced children learn basic concepts.
This strategy "ended up hard" because, when the experienced chil-
dren were paired with the inexperienced, "the experienced ones
already had the idea of programming and took over."

Problems and techniques were written on the blackboard by Dan as a
source of information. The problems were intended both to challenge
the kids and to give them ideas about what could be done. He also
supplied written information sources, so that the children could use
them at the computers and, if they wished, take them home. Dan
continued to work wi la the children individually or in small groups,
as the need arose; there were no large-group sessions. He felt that
it was too early to begin critical discussions about the technology:

r .0
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It would be interesting but they're very young, very young
to have a critical perspective. I'm going to get a lot of
these videogame junkies talking about how wonderful It is.
So that puts me in the position of having to do editorializ-
ing for them, or having to sit there saying, uh huh.

Jeff also organized the first year's work around helping the children
to find and work on their own projects. Teaching took pl.-.ce individ-
ually and in small groups, and Jeff encouraged the experienced
children to help the inexperienced ones. Meetings were held to talk
about the projects under construction, and about computers in the
larger cultural context. Computer work was no longer contingent on
finishing other work.

There was increasing recognition of the complexity of learning Logo.
The teachers' comments indicated that attention was beginning to be
organized around the skills and experiences needed to do interesting
things with Logo as a programming environment, rather than discuss-
ing Logo as a vehicle for learning general cognitive skills. For
example, three months into the school year, Jeff expressed his goals
for the children in these terms:

My underlying goal is for them to learn to put together
programs of greater and greater complexity, to be able to
achieve more and more with programs.

By November, Jeff reported that many children were having difficulty
understanding important programming concepts: recursion was vague
to most; variables were hard and seldom used; subprograms were not
used effectively. The learning was child-centered: Lidividuals were
assigned to work twice a week and during these periods were free to
explore the Logo language. Jeff worked with individuals, occasionally
suggesting a technique or variation. There were no group lessons,
and he did not push children to move on. He also provided written
sheets and cards for the children, which served as mnemonic devices
for certain techniques. Occasionally he gave them a complete program
if he felt it was easier for them to use it as an unanalyzed tool.
The children sometimes adapted these programs to suit their own
purpoaec. Jeff recognized that the children often chose projects that
were too ambitious, and he tried to help them to proceed more
gradually.

In February, Jeff offered some programmed games to the children and
suggested that they try to make some modifications. This strategy
for learning did not work well because the children preferred playing
the games to playing with the programs. In addition, those children
who were sophisticated enough to make interesting modifications in
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their programs were already involved in other self-development work.
At this point, Jeff attempted some group lessons on special topics,
such as random numbers, but after a few sessions did not find this
format particularly successful for getting kids involved or helping
them to develop new skills. Jeff also began teaching the use of xy
coordinates, conditionals, tests, toplevel, and addressing memory
locations to selected individuals. He encouraged children to get
involved in certain kinds of goals, such as animation,. guessing
games, and word games. He reported that he had no class curricu-
lum in computers: the children who were interested kept making new
things; the children who lost interest did very little.

By the end of the year, Jeff described his goals for Logo entirely in
terms of computers: "My goal is mastery--being able to manipulate
and make sense of what to do with computers." Simi: Orly, Dan ex-
pressed the value of Logo in a more limited fashion than he had at
the outset of the experiment: "It's good for teaching about program-
ming."

As a result of their increasing awareness of the complexity of the
language, throughout the year both teachers struggled to understand
what, cognitively, was being asked of the children in the course of
learning Logo, and what was the value of devoting significant amounts
of time to its practice.

In teaching subjects I generally have a clear idea of what
kind of skills I e:zpect them to be learning, and in giving
them specific work i have a good sense of what kids are
able to do-- analyzing and assessing their work. With the
computer, it's still at early stage of development in my
thinking. It's very difficult to understand what is going
on with kids' understanding of computers, and this is true
for kids who are very good with it and those who are not
very good. I haven't yet built up a way of analyzing what
happens when I give them a task, and what it means to
succeed. I will think that the next step will be too hard
and it won't be, or I'll think that it'll be simple and it
turns out to be difficult. It can be very unnerving be-
cause no matter how good the kids' work is, there's a lack
of understanding on my part of wha, really they're doing
and where they ought to be going with it. [Dani

Thus, Dan continued to revise his Logo program throughout the year.
Midway, he added the element of "optional lessons" to his learning
structure--giving occasional lessons on a special topic to a small
group of children who e3;.pressed interest (e.g., how to do a vari-
able) . The technique was demonstrated, documentation sheets were
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distributed. and the children who participated could then diffuse the
information to other members of the class. Teaching was done indi-
vidually or in small group, based on expressed interest. Large-
group meetings were considered inappropriate because Dan believed
that individual learning styles varied. At this point, like Jeff, Dan
began to give children programs in Logo that they could use as tools
in their own work:

One thing that's really changed is my thinking about giving
the kids programs. This came about with the read charac-
ter program, which seemed like a very complicated program
to just hand to the kids. I didn't know at what point they
would understand what was happening until I showed the
program to one kid who was not terribly concerned with
understanding what the syntax meant. They were very
capable of understanding how to type it out and which
parts needed to go where, and therefore had thei own
understanding of how the program worked.

Computer sharing was introduced as a method of communicating informa-
tion: the class began to meet as a group, and individual children
presented and explained their work.

In the spring, Dan noticed a loss of interest on the part of many
children, and began to work harder at scheduling time at the comput-
er for all of them. He felt that sequenced presentation of material
was not possible because the children were working with a variety of
things. His support consisted of helping children to solve local
problems, and giving them ideas for moving ahead with their projects.
The focus of the small-group sessions switched from demonstration of
decontexted techniques to demonstration of programs embodying
specific techniques. As noted earlier, Dan had recognized that a
major problem for the children was "putting the pieces together."
He therefore decided to show them whole, working programs in order
to give them some idea of how the techniques functioned in the
achievement of goals. He also began to work with the children to
help them connect a series of programs into one superprogram.

14

A major part of what I've been showing them is how to
connect a series of programs, how to think about joining
specific things together to make a big program. If they
can think about one thing at a time and break it down that
way, it'll be easier for them to think about a whole program
and put it together. We've worked this way on animation
and how to put a story to it.

17
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Dan also tried to build links between the programming work and the
math curriculum:

The Apple can use "setxy" commands to draw lines. You
can vary the shape by varying the coordinates. I have
been giving them experience with coordinates which is also
part of the 3-4 grade curriculum, so I'd be doing it with
them anyway. I want them to have this experience so that
they car have it as a tool and as something that is part of
the curriculum. We can do this as part of the math curric-
ulum and also to advance their knowledge of the computer.

At this point in the year, Dan was unclear about how much the
children understood, and therefore about how he should be helping
them.

By the end of the first year, Dan recognized the necessity of and
ha() accumulated enough experience to develop a theory of instruc-
tion. Some of the problems of the first year's work were revealed in
his account:

I was teaching programming skills piecemeal, and expected
them to find a use for that skill. I hoped they'd come up
with the picture. I realized near the end that I should
show them the results of having the skill and then see what
they do with it. After the demonstration I would say, "You
have to do such and such."

Based on his experiences with two classes of children, Dan began to
make his th' 3ry of instruction for Logo explicit. Both he and Jeff
decided that "here was a need to teach specific skills in a coherent
sequence (e.g., what is a program, what is a variable, recursion,
conditionals, tests); to context the skills in sample programs; to
provide support for further developing their ideas; and to come back
and talk about results. Encouragement to practice the skills was seen
as important because

It was rare for children to go beyond. They somehow stay
pleased with things as they are, the passive approach.
They want immediate results, so they pick small goals and
are pleased with themselves.

Dan also decided that he wanted to incluci,.! information about the
history and function of the technology in the general culture as a
part of the programming work, thereby offering a perspective for the
children that would help them to see how this work fit into the world.
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By the end of the year, Jeff reported that it was difficult to have
group discussions abou:. the computers because the uninterested
children were hostile to the idea. Some didn't like the precisicn
required for doing things on computers; others were interested in
spending their time elsewhere. Throughout the year, Jeff had at-
tempted to provide support to the children as needed in order to
advance their work. He estimated that about 85% of the teaching was
done individuely or with two or three children. During much of this
time, Jeff was committed to the idea that the children would learn.
Logo most successfully through developing their own projects. Ills
efforts to engage the uninterested children included project sugges-
tions, teaching skills by demonstrating interesting programs, and
giving children programs to modify.

Unlike the younger children, computer sharing was not popular among
the older group: "It just didn't connect with what they wanted to
do." Because he found that disk housekeeping was a problem--no
one could find their work on the disks--Jeff resoled to teach good
saving techniques and documentations during the second year. He
also felt that teachers needed a good deal of support in order to
carry out the Logo agenda:

The skills a teacher needs are monumental. The kids says,
"I'd like to do this," and sometimes I have no idea hcw to
do it. So I said, "Let's think of a simple thing, a part of
it." I was afraid that was dishonest--I had that happen
many times. We need to get expert help. It's not like
helping the kids to write a story, where I'm never at a
loss.

The First Year: Reflections on Cognitive Skills and What the Children
Learned

During the first year, the teachers shifted their focus from Logo as a
learning environment for general problem-solving skills, to Logo as a
context for learning about programming and computers. One reason
for this shift was that the teachers were accumulating evidence that
caused them to reinterpret the value of Logo -- evidence that can be
divided into several categories;

I. There were large individual differences among children in
interest and skill with Logo.

2. Many children had difficulty "putting the pieces together"
infl projects.
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3. Many children reached "plateaus" of skill and didn't seem to
be motivated to advance.

4. Many children had a relatively shallow grasp of the function-
ing of the language and were net flexible in ,.;-,L;Iying what they
learned in one context to a new problem.

1. Individual differences. Both teachers noticed and were
concerned about the wide variation in the children's commitment to
working with Logo. At the end of the year, both teachers estimated
that about one quarter of the children were very involved in the
work, one half were moderately involved, and one quarter were not at
all interested. Although not singularly true, the teachers were
concerned that many of the unenthusiastic individuals were girls (see,
for example. Hawkins, 1984). Given their expectations about Logo's
broad appeal for children, the teachers were surprised at the effort
required to motivate children. They had great difficulty in getting
the uninterested children involved in the work. In this effort, the
organizing idea was to help children find a project or goal fur them-
selves as a means of getting into the system; the learning of skills
was subordinated to the articulation of goals.

Another problem is that not every kid has a project that
they're working on--that was my goal at the beginning. I
haven't insisted because of practical pressures. Also
because some of the kids need a lot of play, a lot of direct-
ed play...1 was heading for everyone having a project real
soon, but I've changed that. What this is is my learning
about the process. (Jeff, in November]

Trying to get kids who are not interested in projects on
their own to get interested--that has been my struggle all
along. I've been trying to get them to find activities that
they're interested in. [Jeff, in February]

My biggest task is to get kids interested who aren't doing
very much. It's similar to writing in that I focus on help-
ing kids to develop skills. (Jeff, in June]

By the end of the first school year, both teachers were beginning to
voice concerns about the possibility that, in contrast to the idea that
Logo was, per se, an exciting and beneficial environment for all
children, certain prior skills or interests might be prerequisites for
enthusiastic engagement with Logo. For example:

A lot of abstract thinking is required. I wonder about
limitations on people's ability to do programming. Maybe
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some people can do it and some can't do it) at well be-
cause of the highly symbolic abstract nature of it. It may
be a misconception that people need to learn bow to pro-
gram computers to survive in the world. It may be a very
limited field, more inaccessible than I thought -maybe it's
not like reading that anyone can do....I have no impression
that it changed the thinking of kids, 'alit I don't feel that
what I did with computers was particularly successful, so
maybe it wasn't a fair test. And it could be that the kids
that were good were already thinking that way. (Jeff, in
June)

Kids who do logical thinking develop programming skills. I
now think that the reverse is unlikely. [Dan, in June)

2. Making programs from pieces. From the beginning of year
1, Dan was particularly concerned with his observation that, although
many children learned individual commands or techniques, they had
difficulty putting them together into coherent programs. In other
words, they had difficulty using the symbol system functionally.

Even though they have all these pieces of things that they
know they can do, it is very hard for most of them to put
all these pieces together--it only happened in two or three
cases. [Dan, in October)

I began to demonstrate actual programs to them rather than
just techniques. The kids weren't putting the pieces of the
techniques together to make wholes. Some kids, yes, but
for the most part, kids were having a hard time seeing all
the pieces and taking the big step. And even when they
do, they'll get satisfied and go no farther. [Dan, in
February]

Jeff also reported that putting commands together to construct pro-
grams became increasingly difficult for many children as the year
progressed and the programs became more complex. Translating an
idea into the code required to execute it was a difficult task for both
children and teachers. The children often changed their goals to
accommodate the program, rather than trying to rewrite the code in
order to achieve their original goals.

3. Plateaus of skill. Both teachers reported what they found at
first to be a strange phenomenon: Many children reached a "plateau"
of skill, sometimes quite early in their learning, and were content to
continue constructing programs at that level. The teachers then
realized that this could be said of many areas of the curriculum, but
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that it was especially true of the programming work with its individ-
ual-project focus. This was particularly demanding of the children
because it required them to be self-motivated in learning about and
adapting new tools to their own purposes. The teachers directed
their efforts at encouraging the children tc do variations en their
work, and offering them new concepts that they might incorporate
into their work and thereby gain new skills.

4. Depth of knowledge. The teachers also found that most
children did not have a very deep understanding of many of the
commands or the structure of programming, and thus were not flex-
ible in applying particular commands or concepts to new problems.
AF. discussed above, the teachers began to realize that it was increas-
ingly unclear to them just what "full" understanding of the language
entailed--how deep did the children's understanding of the function-
ing of the system have to be? As they struggled with this problem,
both teachers expressed as their overall goal that children be able to
use the concepts flexibly. The core of their implied definition of
expertise was that the children be able to accomplish tho things they
themselves wanted to do in programming the computer. tiovvever, by
the end of the year, most children were well below this level of
ability.

Some kids know commands as nonflexible units; others can
use the same command as a tool. I see differences between
kids in using a command as a sophisticated tool and using it
without clear understanding. [Jeff, in February)

There is a gap between what kids want to do and the skills
they need to do it. Some programs have to be very com-
plex to do simple things. [Jeff, in June)

I would like them to understand the instructions, that if
the kids had an idea they would be able to do it. [Dan, in
February)

The First Year: Reflections on Self-Initiated Learning

As noted above, the second idea which guided the incorporation of
Logo into the classrooms was that it would support self-guided, ex-
pressive learning. Logo was an environment where children could
learn complex, logical skills through a medium that allowed child-
centered expression, as opposed to teacher-directed learning of
component skills. Although they made significant modifications, the
teachers remained committed to the organizing framework of child-
selected Logo projects throughout the two-year experiment. The
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following account summarises the issues they struggled with as they
reinterpreted the value of Logo as a tool for self-initiated learning.

During the pilot period, tht teachers had begun to realize that the
children were having difficulty developing their own goals for Logo--a
considerable problem for a learning experience firmly rooted in self-
motivated expression. But they were firmly committed to the strategy
that the children be given access to Logo and then make their own
decisions about what they wanted to do with it.

I see the computer as another area of the curriculum, an
area that it's very much up to them what they want to do.
I would never want to give a kid something to do on the
computer that the kid would say, "No, I don't want to do
that." Pd rather it remain optional until they have ade-
quate command of the language....I would like the kids to
be motivated to learn, so they can decide if the computer is
something they want to express themselves with. (Dan]

Throughout the first year of the experiment, the teachers struggled
with the problems involved in maintaining the self-initiated framework
for learning, while becoming increasingly aware of the complexity of
the learning skills in this domain. Many children had to struggle
with both the computer skills and finding their own goals for the
work. This theme remained a constant and unresolved tension
throughout the experiment.

I didn't give them a basic introduction. Basically I wanted
to get kids thinking about a project. I'd leave that up to
them, but I realize from last year that they really need a
lot of structure for their thinking about what to do on the
computer. Their imaginations seem to stop at a certain
point. It's sort of shocking for me to see that. [Dan, in
October]

But the self-initiated orientation was valued by the teachers, who saw
it as especially powerful for those children who became engrossed in
the programming work.

20

With their programs I. have rarely said where I want them
to go. Part of the reason is that kids have their own ideas
of where they want them to go. It generally happens that
kids say, "I'm done." Kids don't say that with computers.
If they do a program, they want to play with it and im-
prove it. It's a new material and a new type of work. It's
more self-directed and kids can work absolutely alone.
They might ask more difficult questions though, and that's
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something that doesn't happen in other parts of the curric-
ulum. [Dan, in February]

By June, Dan was expressing more need for structure :11,d teacher
input to children's programming work:

The best results were in the last two months when I in-
sisted on a project, and my having input into it. More
people were interested and they asked more questions. It's
net a tool you can just hard over to kids Ind have then'
express themselves, as I'd expected.

Thus, while maintaining a commitment to the self-initiated framework,
Dan was beginning to interpret Logo less as a context for solely
self-guided expression, and more as requiring some structured guid-
ance from the teacher.

Jeff also reported that children were having difficulty in formulating
goals for themselves, and that sonic simply abandoned the work. Ile
found that he had to carefully think through what was appropriate
for the children to attempt, and then develop ways to support the
work they chose to do.

I've been having them work at the computer exploring the
possibilities of computers, and not giving them specific
tasks, encouraging projects of various sorts. If I see them
working on something, I might ask them if they'd like to
try such and such, and I would teach them a technique. I
haven't pushed the kids to move on....I am realizing what
is feasible and what is not. In the beginning, kids took on
things that were too ambitious. Recently, I've been more
careful about getting them to go little by little. I am more
conscious of what constitutes a feasible project.

By the end of the year, Jeff felt that the fully self-initiated learning
framework worked well for only a few children:

If they developed a good project, the work was enjoyable
and intellectually challenging. But not- many kids did that
sort of thing.

Significantly, Jeff added, "I didn't teach it in the right way." Jeff's
interpretation of his role in the enterprise had undergone significant
revision--from a tool which "taught" itself, to a topic which required
careful teaching.
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By the end of the first year, both teachers were uncomfortable with
the child-centered, self-discovery pedagogy embodied in the Logo
rhetoric. They felt that the radical version of this approach--child-
initiated goals with stIpport from the teacher when appropriate- -had
worked well for only a small number of children, which they attrib-
uted to two factors: First, the children had difficulty developing
goals in this new medium. Unlike other domains, they brought little
world-knowledge of what could be done with Logo. "Social studies
was much more contexted than Logo programmingin social studies
children have ideas already about what it's possible to do." Second,
as noted above, the teachers were struggling with the problem of
what it was ecessary for the children to know, and of finding the
best ways to support this in the group-learning environment of the
classroom. Both teachers were disappointed with the results of the
experiment during the first year, and saw their own lack of insight
and skill as being at least partly responsible.

Summary of Year 1: What is Logo?

At the end of the first year, a critical question was being asked by
both teachers and children in the two classrooms: Is Logo a legiti-
mate part of the work of the classroom? For the teachers, this meant
two things: First, is their experience with Logo teaching thv chil-
dren important concepts and skills? Initially, the teachers had be-
lieved that the children might learn general problem-solving skills.
This belief gave way to doubt about the generality of such skills, and
a new question emerged: What is the importance of computer pro-
gramming itself as a topic?

The second interpretation of the legitimacy of Logo concerned the way
Logo was taught. How does it relate to other areas of the curricu-
lum? Is it a "real" subject, and what instructional requirements and
techniques are appropriate?

22

Even in parts of the curriculum they're very excited about,
I have to direct them. I have to give them a sense of
what's next. With a lot of kids they can develop a sense of
what's next with the computer, but for the kids who aren't
good with the computer, the decision as to whether to learn
it is very personal, and until I make the decision to make it
part of the curriculum, then it will remain a private area.
It's now a self-directed experience. [Dan, in February]

Next year it'll be a subject kids are responsible for. I'll
teach particular skills, talk about results, concept-oriented.
[Dan, in June]
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It's different. There haven't been failures because I
haven't imposed goals on their work. It's completely child-
directed. They're doing it, but I wouldn't force them to do
it. My goals are very flexible, very differe.it for each
child, much more tailored to what they like. My goals for
the academic work have beer much more uniform. There is
a sense of direction in academic work, uniform ciirection
that there isn't in computers. [Jeff, in November)

One thing I'm struggling with is, what is my role vis-a-vis
the computers outside the individual forma utile
thing is how do the techniques which I use in other teach-
ing apply, are they relevant? [Jeff, in February]

The work of the children reflected the ambiguity of the status of
Logo in the classroom. For them, the question of its legitimacy
concerned the lack of clarity about what the activity was, and their
responsibility for working at it. The radically self-initiated style of
the work was uncomfortable for many children because it was so
different from the more structured tasks of the classroom that they
were used to. There was no formal presentation of material, no
group lessons, no task requirements, and no evaluations. Because
the children were not sure of ,the legitimacy of the Logo work in the
school environment, they didn't how much effort they should give to
learning it.

There were kids who were losing interest. They were
receiving a double message. I wanted computers to be part
of their work,. yet it was optional. Kids would reach a
problem in their work, and they would be less inclined to
push through it in the way they might with other work
because I didn't make them. [Dan, in February)

Some kids felt, "Isn't it funny we can just fool around with
this?" [Dan, in June)

Jeff also reported that some "kids didn't feel that it was a legitimate
part of their work. Others saw it as an intrusion."

Thus, over the course of one school year, both teachers began to
assimilate Logo into the complex pattern of learning that was estab-
lished in their classrooms. Logo-out-of-the-box was problematic
because teachers found it to be too complex for children to master
without systematic support. The radical self-discovery pedagogy of
Logo gave it an ambiguous status vis-a-vis the more structured
learning tasks of the classroom because it was unclear where the
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responsibility for getting the work done rested and, indeed, what the
work itself was.

Ly the beginning of the second year, Logo learning began to take on
some characteristics of learning and teaching in other curriculum
areas. However, the teachers recognized the overall nature of the
interpretive problem they were struggling with:

I have a clear idea of culture such as it is, past culture,
of what it means to be an educated person in terms o;" all
different subject areas. In terms of the computer, ne,t
part of our culture, it's something new so I don't have
clear ideas of what kid3 should or should not know. Iii a
sense, I can be much more conceptual about computers than
I can about other kinds of work because society as a whole
doesn't know yet what it wants to do with computers.
1Jeff]

Section II. The Second Year:
The Development of an Instructional Strategy

During the second year of the experiment, the teachers began to
provide a particular type of structure to Logo learning based on their
experiences with effective education in other subject areas. Unlike
the first year, when the teachers were committed to adopting Logo in
the manner advocated by its developers, the second year saw Logo
being adapted to the shape of the existing classroom learning context.
Logo was also offering new perspectives to the teachers about the
teaching of cognitive skills. While they viewed programming as a
"subject" requiring precise, analytic skills, the classroom work con-
tinued to be seen as more like social studies and writing and less like
math and grammar; the core of Logo learning remained organized
around self-initiated programming projects. Because of their belief
that this sort of analytic skill required 'a structured, sequenced
curriculum, both teachers developed a parallel "track" where concepts
were "formally" taught and children were held accountable for learn-
ing certain concepts and doing assigned tasks.

Over the course of year 1, Dan's thinking about learning Logo under-
went a major shift in focus from a belief that the structure of Logo
naturally supported children's discovery of programming concepts with
little instructional intervention necessary ("In general we use the
organization that's natural to the computer"), to an effort to develop
a means for systematically supporting the learning of important pro-
gramming concepts.
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The Second Year: Revisions for Classroom Work

By the second year, Logo was seen as a tool for learning about
computers, with the emphasis on programming. There was ric lenber
any talk about the acquisition of general problem-solving skills.
Although there was still some ambivalence about its ultimate value for
all children, by the end of the experiment both teachers felt that
learning programming in Logo was valuable for many children:

Programming can be a good idea. to give kitis control over
the computer, how the computer is working, invest their
own ideas in what is happening. There were few kids who
I thought it was totally worthless for. [Dan]

Jeff also felt that Logo was valuable, even if no broader goals were
achieved through its practice:

My thinkirq ow is that what the thinking kids have to do
to make up programs is a worthwhile. u:-..c,ful exereil,e. I

don't know about its application or impact on other think-
ing, but even if there were none it wouldn't liother me. So
I'm giving them skills, making sure they understand them.

Jeff decided to work out a sequence of skills to present to the chil-
dren. His concern was that children missed concepts, or misunder-
stood some things and thus could not proceed. Therefore, he began
the year by assigning the children lessons and tasks for practicing
these skills. At the same time, the children were required to develop
their own projects.

This year's structure is designed to teach skills. Kids who
are facile with the computer can do what's assigned in five
or ten minutes, and then do their own projects.

The assignments were designed to ask children to use concepts in
contexts similar to, although not identical with, the ones they were
taught. Jeff felt that these assignments would be diagnostic tools to
help him understand what was going on with knowledge denelopment.
Jeff continued to find it difficult to help kids develop their own
project ideas, to give them "germs" from which larger projects could
grow

Requirements for documentation were laid out, so that the children
and Jeff could easily find their programs. Children were required to
keep a card file of their work.
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At the beginning of the second year, the teachers were no longer
defining Logo primarily as a medium for self-expression, but as a
curricular topic with particular concepts and skills, Both teachers
devised plans for the second year's work:

My plan is to teach programming skill in sequential order.
Last year I taught things when kids needed it or were
bored; this year I'm teaching in a particular order, it's
more coherent. It's arranged so that the computer is work.
[Dan]

This year there will be a weekly computer period. I will
teach skills in a directed way, with equivalent importance to
other subjects. There will be less time just free with
computers in classrooms. I'll work out a sequence of
developing skills. teach record-keeping techniques.
[Jeff]

Thus, in the second year, like .eff, Dan decided on :1 Lieyucnce in
which he presented Logo concepts, and held weekly lessons for the
entire class. The lessons were accompanied by worksheets that the
children could use for reference. The children were requireu to
develop their own projects, but Dan also gave them programs that he
asked them to look at and modify. In effect, there were parallel
learning activities going on with Logo which sometimes intersected.
Children learned skills through the formal lessons, and worked on
their own projects during assigned work periods. Sometimes the new
information was incorporated into the ongoing, self-initiated work,
and sometimes it was not. Dan was hoping to develop a conceptual
framework for the children and an organized repertoire of skills that
they could draw on as needed. Dan continued the practice of embed-
ding techniques and concepts in working programs, as well as the
group sharing where children demonstrated and explained their work
to each other. He recognized the need to draw children's attention to
the details of a program in order to develop functional capacity with a
technique:
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I think that by giving them more of an opportunity to think
about what's happening and see how it works, we can make
those difficult steps. I've been focusing a lot on looking at
the program and really reading what I'm putting in front of
them--to think about what it's going to do before it runs.
Thinking about how I demonstrated things in the past, I'm
sure I typed things on the screen and told them what was
going to happen and then did itnot making sure they're
reading the words, not making sure they know the signifi-
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cance of each part, and not giving them the opportunity to
prictice before they've gotten it themselves.

Dan felt that it was important for the children to be able to share
their work and 'knowledge publicly, that such opportunities added to
the importance and coherence of the work for the children:

So I found that I had started giving them reinforcement ix.
the way that I do with other subjects all the time but sort
of never really clic.' with the computer. The thing that gets
the most response from the kid:: if you're teaching is still
to give everybody the opportunity to give an answer. So
that if you have a wide open question where anybody can
contribute anything to it, kids will always respond-- that's
how we try to teach a lot of things. Allowing kids to read
through a program over and over again -- what's this line
going to do. Five or six kids will raise their hands be-
cause they want to be able to say what it will do, and they
feel good that they can say it arid nobody objects.

They're very interested in sharing something. The impor-
tance is not so much the product but in saying I worked on
this and I want to show this to you. Same thing happens
with computers as happens with their stories. They get
very involved in it. They pay very close attention to each
other's work. They don't say "no" to each other's work
because there's too much of a personal connection. They
have a better understanding than adults do sometimes.
They can empathize with the kid.

The learning experience in the classrooms during this year was
designed to address some of the problems that the teachers had
observed during the first year's work. In November, for example,
Dan discussed his intention of helping the children to deepen their
knowledge of Logo in order to enable them to use it flexibly:

They can't understand why what's happening is happening.
So they are working out their own problems, their own
programs, but they're not getting much out of it. I want
to make what they know more coherent to them. Like last
year, Kathy made a program with eight variables but it
wasn't clear to her what she was doing. Kids don't ask
why things do what they're doing. In that program she
would just throw anything in. There was nothing syste-
matic about figuring out why those numbers wored.

5.1 ltorlo'...
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Dan reported that this lack of pursuit of understanding was not
limited to learning with the computer:

Function is so important, so much more important to them
than understanding. If they're reading a story, and they
come across a word they don's know, it doesn't matter to
them if they can still understand the story. But if it's a
focal point in the story, hands shoot up right away. Kids
won't ask why things are the way they are in math. If
they're working on the abacus and I say that 8 times 7
equals 56, no one asks why.

Thus, Dan decided that programming was analogous to other subject
areas, where teacher support and direction were essential to the
development of depth of knowledge.

Jeff also cited the development of deeper understanding as a goal of
his work with Logo:

A major concern from last year was that kids didn't undLr-
stand things and that inhibited their performance on the
computers. This year I'm going to be more thorough in the
instruction I provide so I help kids who would otherw hie
drop out--the kids who missed concepts and couldn't pro-
ceed. I want to make sure the kids get the skills to build
upon.

An additional problem that both teachers noted during the first year
was the difficulty children had in putting the pieces/commands of
Logo together into programs.

With the computer, it's an arbitrary logic. It's very diffi-
cult for them to put the pieces together on their own. It's
hard not to function as a mediator.

Thus, they began to present programming techniques in the context
of working programs to demonstrate the function of a piece within a
whole.

In order to deliver sequenced information to children about critical
programming concepts, the teachers set up situations which encourag-
ed children to think through in detail what was happening as pro-
grams were constructed and run, and they helped children to develop
project ideas. The notion of longterm projects selected by individual
children continued to be a dominant framework.
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By the middle of the second year: Dan was talking about the organi-
zation of learning in terms of the kind of structure that was needed
to help the children acquire difficult concepts. He was no longer
reliant on the "natural organization" of the material, but recognized
that he as a teacher had to organize the presentation to help kids see
clearly and avoid misconceptions:

Whereas last year I would probably have introduced it
[variables] as a technique, the past few months I've been
trying to think about how they would understand it best.

just from how the computer works. but how they wculd
understand it best....It's building up each step logically ,
what you need to have to do before you do the next thing.

The teaching of Logo was beginning to be interpreted as analogous to
other subject areas where a teacher has to structure the material in
accordance with his or her theories of children's learning:

It's forced me to sit down and think, well, I h: L. this
sequence of skills, and what comes first and when ... it
makes me think of how to flesh out each concept.

During this year, Jeff's formal lesson structure broke down because
of the limited time he had available for teaching, and because of the
resistance of the children to these lesson formats. Jeff also began to
feel that there was little relationship between the lessons and what
the kids were doing on their own.

I realized that the lessons were too rigid, meaningless to
some because they were too difficult. For others they
didn't fit with what they wanted to to.

When I gave lessons or taught techniques, many kids didn't
care if they understood or not. Some wanted to do sophis-
ticated things but I didn't have the skills, so I taught them
pieces.... The sequence of concepts didn't work. It was too
fast for some and too slow for others. It went from draw-
ing to relative direction, commands, absolute direction,
variables, recursion, changing variables, conditionals,
print. I realized the lessons weren't faring well when there
were no interesting projects.

Jeff reported that, for the second half of the year, he gave no
worksheets and assignments. Techniques were demonstrated--"short
things to learn"--and individual projects were again the major empha-
sis. Jeff felt that it was a mistake to try to get all the children
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"moving at the same speed": "Programming is like math. You could
not teach a group of 26 children all the same math."

At the end of the second year Jeff was again disappointed in the
year's work. He felt that few interesting projects had resulted, and
was concerned at the number of children who had "dropped out" of
the programming work. Like Dan, he was not sure how to bring
together the disparate elements of learning Logo in the constraints of
the classroom: Logo should be based on functional learning through
an individual project focus, yet the children needed a frameworl:
master difficult concepts and skills in order to do their independent
work. He found the task of helping children to id ratify appropriate
projects to be difficult and frustrating. Because the children learned
in different ways and at different speeds, whole group lessons were
problematic. In addition, Jeff continued to feel that the legitimacy of
the work was still all issue among the children.

There were changes from the previous year. I tried to
make it clear that the computer was a subject. I set aside
periods for it. But even this year, few children thought of
it as a subject. The older kids knew about tests fur
schools, and they talked a lot about that. They're not
tested in Logo like they are in other things. If I did it
again, I would do something like evaluation of skills. I

would do more group teaching.

There are some kids who still have trouble, and obviously I
have to continue to think about how to connect them.
There's an enormous range, from kids who are very good to
kids who can barely make a program. Some kids pick up
an idea and do all kinds of things with it. They explore.
Others, it's as if it truly is an alien medium to them.
[Jeff, in May]

By the end of the second year, Dan felt "like the pieces are fitting
together." He began to observe that the children were using skills
they had learned earlier in the year in both individual and group
projects. For example, one group of children was creating a solar
system program that used a lot of different techniques: "They finally
found a reason to use some of the things we'd been talking about."

While he felt that there were several different levels of ability repre-
sented in the classroom, Dan also believed that proficiency and inter-
est was more widespread than it had been the previous year. He
characterized the year as one in which he had been doing a curricu-
lum and group lessons, and didn't have much time left over to indi-
vidualize things. The promise of Logo had been just that--a learning
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environment where the pace and sequence would accommodate very
different individual interests and needs. When it became clear to Dan
that the language was too complex for the children to learn without
considerable structured support, he focused in the second year on
a way to offer that structure to the class as a whole. The issue of
how to provide an overall framework and yet deal with individual
levels of understanding was an unresolved one for Dan in light of
time constraints in the classrooms.

I feel that I have to have more time to figure out ways of
involving them all ir. solving a problem. There wz1t,
a clear difference among children but I wanted to ignore it
for the sake of time. It's very hard to get away with not
differentiating - -I don't like to do it. I've never used
grouping where they're grouped according to skills. The
first time I've ever done it is with math, so maybe I should
do computer when they're already grouped that way . When
I get more abstract now, fewer kids can follow. I want to
make time for the good kids--some kids are so good at
things, I'd like more time to work with them individually
just to see what's going on. For less good kids I need to
figure out ways to help them--to see what's going on and
figure out ways to get them to participate, not necessarily
in the group, but in doing something productive for them- -
that's still the hardest. To work with anyone on the
computer takes an enormous amount of time. That's why
I'm talking about splitting them up into groups. I see
there's a real need to focus independently on the kids who
really know the skills, and then to meet in some way the
needs of the kids who don't know the skills. I've been
working on a sophisticated les el, sort of pushing them .
That means the kids who can't get pushed are lost.

The Second Year: Reflections

Throughout the second year, the teachers reflected on their role in
relation to Logo as they tried to assimilate it into their classrooms in
a structured way. Their original perceptions of what Logo, as a
fully self-initiated learning experience, could offer to children, and
their subsequent awareness of the need to make it a structured,
legitimate, and accountable part of the classroom work created a
tension about their understanding of their own roles that continued to
be an issue at the end of the second year. During this year, Logo
was defined by the teachers as a new curriculum area, thus giving it
legitimacy in relation to other classroom work.
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Dal: felt that his commitment to sequence and structure in the learn-
ing of Logo helped him to better understand what was going on with
the children. He reported that he was forced to think through
the requirements of learning the language. Dan also felt that his
commitment to providing a coherent learning structure allowed the
children to feel more comfortable; Logo was defined in terms that
legitimized it in children's eyes as part of their appropriate work in
the classroom setting.

It's different from last year, primarily in my perspective.
I feel like were going somewhere. I don't kr:(,,,./ if the kid;-4
feel the way I du. I feel that they're going to end up with
something. I in November]

This year it seems less of a problem to help kids figure cut
what to do on the computer - -in fact they really seem to
have ideas. I think it has a lot to do with my attitude
toward teaching it, that it is a subject I expect them to be
responsible for, a lot to do with the coherency with which
things are taught. It's forced me to sit down ind think - -I
have this sequence of skills, and what should come first,
how to flesh out each concept. It's building each step
logically: what do you need to have before doing the next
step? [in January

Dan reported that throughout the year, most of the children were
more engaged in u iderstanding the details of program construction
than they had been during the first year:

The kids demonstrate what they're working on and they
explain it to other kids.... Kids will ask, "Let me see the
program.'' To me it's a sign that they're thinking about
how it's happening, that they would ask. It didn't really
happen last year that kids would ask what it looks like.

At the end of the year Dan summarized his strategy and agenda for
the children: He had decided to lay out the programming concepts
and techniques in a sequence, and present them to the children in
meaningful contexts. He discovered that it was best to introduce
each new concept as part of a program that interested children--a
problem situation. This gave the children an idea of how it worked
in context, and what it was good for. He felt that it was important
to combine two things--presenting concepts in a clear way, and doing
problem-solving work with the children. Self-discovery-based learn-
ing was problematic because the ideas inherent in Logo needed to be
clearly and carefully pointed out.
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This year I had an agenda, and let them take part in it as
they wanted to. Last year I was more involved in their
individual work--seeing how I could help them rather than
giving a general framework. It was more hectic last year,
giving pieces of information that did not fit together.

Overall, Dan was pleased with the development of this teaching strat-
egy and the engagement and accomplishment of the children during
the second year. However, he still pondered the paradox inherent in
his role in this structured yet self-discovery-based learning situation:

Sometimes the kids have the right idea of what ought to
work on the computer but the syntax is so exact--the right
idea but the wrong set of words, and there are no books
that are useful to them. It's a very funny situation be-
cause it really makes a myth out of what Papert is saying.
Even though kids feel very much in control, very much
involved, it's made my role as a teacher much more tradi-
tional in a funny sort of way. I've tried in the lessons to
give some idea of the structure of the language, but still
I'm the dispenser of the information. I still have to say,
"This is how it works." It's different in other areas--I can
ask them a question about how people coming over from
Europe in 1600 would manage to live, and froty the knowl-
edge they have and from speculation they could come up
with some very good ideas and they can have a discussion .
We can't really do that with the computer now. That's
actually something I'm trying to do now--thinking of more
open questions that have to do with computer logic but not
necessarily with the exact answer. [in June]

Jeff was less satisfied than Dan with the Logo experiment during the
second year. This was perhaps partially due to the fact that Jeff
was on half-time paternity leave during the year and had to accom-
plish a great deal during his limited time with the children, and
partially to the fact that he found it difficult to engage many chil-
dren. Jeff fr. -id 0- the structured sequence he had planned did
not work wellmany iltiren were resistant to organized
lessons about Logo. Thy (Jut, iAot) t the year, a dominant theme in
relation to his teaching role was the lLti e individual differences he
saw in interest and ability, and the conflict between letting children
follow their own interests and holding them accountable for learning
the programming skills.

This year I tried to make clear that the computer was a
subject, and set aside periods for it. But even this year,
few kids thought. about as a subject like others. They
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weren't tested in Logo, and they know they have tests in
other subjects. Many kids didn't like the lessons, but
when there were few organized things., kids dropped out.
[in June]

Jeff found that he had difficulty providing both organized lessons and
the project ideas which grew out of these lessons as germs for long-
term programming commitments. Jeff continued to grapple with the
need for some structured learning, and the fact that individual chil-
dren assimilated and made use of information at different rates. Like
Dan, he remained committed to the organizing framework cif individual
programming projects where children pursued their own goals as a
means of learning. But he had difficulty with organizing the informa-
tion-giving so that children could make use of it in their own way
and at their own pace.

Another part of my approach is thinking that if I just let
kids fiddle and play with it, they'll run out of things
because they don't know what to do. So I wanted to give
them techniques, project ideas. And they wort: very con-
bcientious about it- -they always did what I gave them.
There were kids who got techniques out of it, but there
were kids who didn't understand, so my going on with what
I thought was this curriculum was a problem. In math, I

have a curriculum, and the fact that they don't perfectly
understand or can't manipulate all the concepts doesn't
mean that I don't go on because they do get some of it.
The difference with computers is that having experienced it
isn't enough to apply it to your own work, just as an artist
who had some exercises in perspective couldn't use it
unless he or she played with it a lot. You need much more
experience than just a lesson with it. [in May]

So what I decided about three months ago is that I couldn't
teach a whole group--that just didn't make any sense at all.
I had decided in the beginning of the year that I could do
that. I wanted to make it into a piece of the curriculum,
into something that the kids felt was part of t' ~sir work.
Doing it in this very nprojecty" way, kids foil ng their
own interest, I was having a lot of trouble making them feel
that this was work they had to do. Most things aren't run
that way - -most classroom activities are much more assigned.
So I felt I had to structure their work more and give it
direction. What happened was that in giving them direc-
tion, I was trying to get them all moving at the same speed
and that just wasn't working. It's not like social studies--I
would never divide the class into more and less mature
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groups because the thinking about people, even if it takes
place at different levels of maturity, has important common-
alities. There's a core of understanding about what a
person is that abstract symbolic information lacks. (in
June]

Thus, at the end of the second year, Jeff also confronted a paradox:
ins understanding of the necessary pedagogicai structure for learning
an abstract symbol system (leading to considerations of sequence,
accountability, and ability grouping) was in conflict with a commitment
to the importance of self-initiated, discovery- based. learning. lie
struggled with a problem he saw embodied in the experience with
Logo, namely, that perhaps this form of cognitive achievement was
incompatible with a self-expressive learning mode.

It's very difficult to tell what is going on with kids' under-
standing of computers, and this is true for kids who are
good and those who are not. I haven't yet built up a way
of analyzing what happens when I give them a task and
what it means to succeed.... (Consequently 1 I don't inter-
vene much in their work.

Conclusion

The two teachers who participated in the Logo experiment revised
their understanding of Logo as a learning environment as they worked
with the students in their classrooms. Rather than viewing Logo as
discovery-based learning, they saw it as a complex symbol system
requiring structured support. Logo allowed new possibilities for
students and teachers, and was itself shaped by the people who made
use of it.
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